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ABSTRACT

Images are presented on a display to produce the perception of viewpoint motion in a three-dimensional workspace. The user can indicate a point of interest (POI) or other region on a surface in an image and request viewpoint motion. In response, another image is presented from a viewpoint that is displaced as requested. The user can request viewpoint motion radially toward or away from the POI, and can also request viewpoint motion laterally toward a normal of the surface at the POI. Radial and lateral viewpoint motion can be combined. The orientation of the viewpoint can be shifted during lateral motion to keep the POI in the field of view, and can also be shifted to bring the POI toward the center of the field of view. In a sequence of steps of viewpoint motion, the radial viewpoint displacement in each step can be a proportion of the distance to the POI so that the radial displacements follow a logarithmic function and define an asymptotic path that approaches but does not reach the POI. While requesting viewpoint motion with a keyboard, the user can independently request POI motion with the mouse. In response, the POI moves within the bounds of the surface that includes the POI, and a shape within the image indicates the POI position.

64 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets
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MOVING VIEWPOINT WITH RESPECT TO A
TARGET IN A THREE-DIMENSIONAL
WORKSPACE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to techniques for producing the perception of a moving viewpoint within a three-dimensional space presented on a display.

Fairchild, K. M., Poltrock, S. E., and Furnas, G. W., "SemNet: Three-Dimensional Graphic Representations of Large Knowledge Bases," in Guindon, R., ed., Cognitive Science and its Applications for Human-Computer Interaction, Lawrence Erlbaum, Hillsdale, N.J., 1988, pp. 201-233, describe SemNet, a three-dimensional graphical interface. SemNet provides semantic navigation techniques such as relative movement, absolute movement, and teleportation. Section 5 discusses navigation and browsing, including viewpoint movement techniques such as moving the viewpoint close to an element that the user needs to inspect.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides techniques for operating a system to produce the perception of a moving viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace. When the user indicates a point of interest on an object, the viewpoint can approach the point of interest asymptotically, with both radial and lateral motion. The orientation of the viewpoint can rotate to keep the point of interest in the field of view. The field of view can also be centered about the point of interest by rotating the viewpoint.

One aspect of the invention is based on the recognition of a basic problem in moving viewpoint in a three-dimensional workspace. It is frequently desirable to move the viewpoint closer to a specific target. For example, a user may wish to examine a detail of an object at close range. Conventional techniques do not provide an easy way for the user to obtain such viewpoint motion.

This aspect is further based on the discovery of a user interface technique that solves this problem. The user can indicate a target region and, in response, the viewpoint moves to an appropriate viewing position.

This technique can be implemented with a pointing device such as a mouse. The user can click a mouse button to indicate a region on the surface of the object to which the pointer is currently pointing. The user can also provide a signal requesting viewpoint motion toward an indicated point in the region, referred to as the "point of interest" or "POI". When the user requests viewpoint motion toward the POI, referred to as a "POI approach", the system can provide animated motion so that object constancy is preserved.

A related aspect of the invention is based on the recognition of a problem in performing POI approach. If viewpoint motion is rapid, the user has difficulty controlling the motion so that it stops at an appropriate position. But if viewpoint motion is slow, it requires too much time. Conventional viewpoint motion techniques do not handle this conflict satisfactorily.

This aspect is further based on the discovery that this problem can be solved by performing POI approach asymptotically based on coordinate data indicating the positions of the viewpoint and the POI in the three-dimensional workspace. For example, the viewpoint can move toward the POI along a ray in successively smaller increments that approach a final viewing position asymptotically.

This solution can be implemented with a logarithmic motion function. During each cycle of animation, the x-, y-, and z- displacements between the current viewpoint position and the POI can be reduced by the same proportional amount, referred to as an approach proportionality constant. As a result, a target object appears to grow at a constant rate of proportionality, making it
easy to predict when the viewpoint will reach a desired position. This provides rapid motion initially, then progressively slower motion, allowing the user to control the motion more efficiently by repositioning the POI as the viewpoint nears the target. Also, this implementation provides the perception of natural movement in the three-dimensional workspace. POI approach can be constrained so that the viewpoint does not come too close to the POI.

Several closely related aspects of the invention are based on the recognition that POI approach does not meet all the viewpoint movement needs of a typical user.

One problem with simple POI approach is that it does not orient the viewpoint appropriately. This problem can be solved by adjusting the viewpoint, either during POI approach or independent of approach. One way to adjust the viewpoint is to move the viewpoint laterally toward the surface normal at the POI. Another is to rotate the viewpoint to keep the POI at the same position in the field of view or to move it toward the center of the field of view.

Lateral viewpoint motion has the incidental effect in many cases of moving the POI away from the center of the field of view. This problem can be solved with compensating viewpoint rotation. If the viewpoint is rotated through an angle equal to the angle subtended by lateral viewpoint motion, the POI will stay at the same position in the field of view.

In many cases, viewpoint motion as described above will nonetheless leave the POI at a substantial distance from the center of the field of view. This problem can be solved with centering viewpoint rotation. At each step, the viewpoint can be rotated up to a maximum viewpoint rotation in order to center the POI. This centering can be performed in addition to viewpoint rotation to compensate for lateral viewpoint motion.

If these and other types of viewpoint motion are provided in an inappropriate manner, the resulting motion may be awkward and confusing. Specifically, if the user must control too many degrees of freedom, the user may have difficulty obtaining a desired viewpoint motion.

Another technique is based on the discovery that different types of viewpoint motion can be integrated if the displacement between two steps is a function of distance between the viewpoint and the POI. With this approach, the displacement for each type of viewpoint motion from a given point can be independent of previous viewpoint motion and can be determined with a function that is compatible with other types of viewpoint motion from the same point.

One example of this approach is the integration of POI approach with viewpoint motion away from the POI, referred to herein as "POI retreat." As described above, POI approach can follow a logarithmic function with an approach proportionality constant. For symmetry between POI approach and retreat, the POI retreat function can be a logarithmic function with a retreat proportionality constant such that each retreating step between two points is equal in length to an approaching step in the opposite direction between the same two points.

Lateral viewpoint motion can also be integrated with POI approach and retreat to provide motion toward the surface normal at the POI. During each animation cycle, the displacement from POI approach or retreat is used to obtain an intermediate viewpoint; a vector normal to the POI is obtained and a lateral position point on the vector normal is found at a distance equal to the distance from the POI to the intermediate viewpoint; and the ending viewpoint is then found along a line from the intermediate viewpoint to the lateral position point. The line can be an arc or a chord. The displacement from the intermediate viewpoint to the ending viewpoint can be a proportion of the line, found using a lateral proportionality constant. To integrate this lateral motion with POI approach, the lateral proportionality constant should be sufficiently larger than the approach proportionality constant that the viewpoint comes close to the normal before reaching an appropriate distance for viewing the POI.

Another aspect of the invention is based on the recognition of an underlying problem in viewpoint motion relative to a POI. As viewpoint motion progresses, the user may wish to adjust the POI position, especially during POI approach in which the POI and the surrounding area become progressively larger on the display. The user could adjust POI position by ending viewpoint motion relative to the current POI and by then indicating a new POI and requesting viewpoint motion relative to the new POI. But this would produce an awkward sequence of viewpoint movements.

This aspect is further based on the discovery of a technique that adjusts POI position without interrupting viewpoint motion. With this technique, the user can produce a desired viewpoint motion while independently adjusting POI position. The user can control viewpoint motion by using keys to select from a few simple choices, such as moving the viewpoint toward the POI, moving the viewpoint away from the POI, or keeping the viewpoint at the previous position; in a lateral mode, each type of radial viewpoint motion can be combined with lateral viewpoint motion, with an additional choice for moving the viewpoint laterally without moving it toward or away from the POI. The user can control POI position using a user input device such as a mouse to indicate changes in position. Independently requesting viewpoint motion and POI position adjustment is especially effective because a typical user can readily make both types of requests at the same time without confusion. For example, the user can use one hand to request viewpoint motion and the other hand to control POI position.

A closely related aspect of the invention is based on the recognition that POI position adjustment can inadvertently lead to a jump of the POI from one object to another. This problem can be solved by constraining the POI to stay on the same object's surface during a viewpoint movement. This solution can be implemented by presenting a circle or other shape on the object's surface, centered on the POI, to assist the user in positioning the POI. When the user adjusts the POI's position, such as by operating a mouse, another circle is presented at the adjusted position, perceptible as a moved continuation of the previous circle.

The following description, the drawings and the claims further set forth these and other objects, features and advantages of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a surface perceptible from a viewpoint in a three-dimensional workspace.

FIG. 2A is a schematic view of a presented image that includes the surface shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 2B is a schematic view of another presented image that includes a surface that is perceptible as a continuation of the surface of FIG. 2A viewed from a different viewpoint.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing general steps in viewpoint motion.

FIG. 4A is a plane view showing radial viewpoint motion toward a point on a surface without centering.

FIG. 4B is a plane view showing radial viewpoint motion toward a point on a surface with centering.

FIG. 5 is a plane view showing lateral viewpoint motion with viewpoint rotation and also showing viewpoint motion that includes lateral and radial components.

FIG. 6 is a three-dimensional view showing viewpoint motion that includes lateral and radial components.

FIG. 7 is a plane view showing viewpoint motion with point of interest motion.

FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing general steps in presenting a three-dimensional workspace from a new viewpoint in response to a request for viewpoint motion and point of interest motion.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing components in a system that provides viewpoint motion and point of interest motion.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing steps in an animation loop that provides viewpoint motion and point of interest motion.

FIG. 11 is a flow chart showing steps in finding a starting point of interest in FIG. 10.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing steps in finding a current point of interest and viewpoint position in FIG. 10.

FIG. 13 is a flow chart showing steps in radial viewpoint motion in FIG. 12.

FIG. 14 is a flow chart showing steps in lateral viewpoint motion in FIG. 12.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A. Conceptual Framework

The following conceptual framework is helpful in understanding the broad scope of the invention, and the terms defined below have the meanings indicated throughout this application, including the claims. This conceptual framework is a modification and extension of that set forth in copending, coassigned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 07/488,587, entitled "Display of a Workspace with Stretching," incorporated herein by reference.

A "data processing system" is a system that processes data. A "data processor" or "processor" is any component or system that can process data, and may include one or more central processing units or other processing components.

"User input means" is means for providing signals based on actions of a user. User input means can include one or more "user input devices" that provide signals based on actions of a user, such as a keyboard or a mouse. The set of signals provided by user input means can therefore include data indicating mouse operation and data indicating keyboard operation.

An "image" is a pattern of light. An "image output device" is a device that can provide output defining an image. A "display" is an image output device that provides output that defines an image in a visible form. A display may, for example, include a cathode ray tube; an array of light emitting, reflecting, or absorbing elements; a structure that presents marks on paper or another medium; or any other structure capable of defining an image in a visible form. To "present an image" on a display is to operate the display so that a viewer can perceive the image.

A wide variety of display techniques for data processing systems are available including, for example, various graphical user interfaces, but, despite their diversity, these techniques have certain common characteristics. One fundamental common characteristic is that a display produces human perceptions. In this application, the term "display feature" refers to any human perception produced by a display.

A "display object" or "object" is a display feature that is perceptible as a coherent unity. An "object surface" or "surface" is a display feature that is perceptible as a surface of a display object; for example, the outer boundary of a three-dimensional display object is a surface. A "region" on a surface is a bounded area of the surface; for example, a single point is the smallest possible region of any surface. A "shape" is a display object that has a distinguishable outline; for example, a circular display object is a shape.

An image includes an object, a surface, a region, or a shape if presentation of the image can produce perception of the object, surface, region, or shape.

A "workspace" is perceived when objects or other display features in an image are perceived as having positions in a space. A "three-dimensional workspace" is a workspace that is perceptible as extending in three orthogonal dimensions. Typically, a display has a two-dimensional display surface and the perception of a third dimension is produced by visual clues such as perspective lines extending toward a vanishing point; obscuring of distant objects by near objects; size changes in objects moving toward or away from the viewer; perspective shaping of objects; different shading of objects at different distances from the viewer; and so forth. Three-dimensional workspaces include not only workspaces in which all of these cues combine to produce the perception of three dimensions, but also workspaces in which a single cue can produce the perception of three dimensions. For example, a workspace with overlapping display objects or a workspace within which a view can zoom in on an object can be a three-dimensional workspace even though objects within it are presented in orthographic projection, without perspective.

A three-dimensional workspace is typically perceived as being viewed from a position within the workspace, and this position is the "viewpoint." The viewpoint's "direction of orientation" is the direction from the viewpoint into the field of view along the axis at the center of the field of view.

In order to present a three-dimensional workspace, a system may store data indicating "coordinates" of the position of an object, a viewpoint, or other display feature in the workspace. Data indicating coordinates of a display feature can then be used in presenting the display feature so that it is perceptible as positioned at the indicated coordinates. The "distance" between two display features is the perceptible distance between them, and can be determined from their coordinates if they are presented so that they appear to be positioned at their coordinates.

A signal from a user input device "indicates" a region of a surface if the signal includes data from which the
region can be identified. For example, if a signal includes data indicating a mouse pointer displacement, a system can find a point in the display plane based on the previous pointer position. This point can then be used to project a ray from the viewpoint into the three-dimensional workspace being presented, and the coordinates of display features can be used to find the nearest display feature intersected by the ray. The point or a set of points at the intersection can thus be identified as the region.

A "normal" within a region on a surface is a line that intersects the surface within the region at a right angle. For example, the "horizontal normal" can be defined as a line in a plane parallel to the x-z coordinate plane that is perpendicular to the boundary of the surface in the plane.

A second display feature is perceptible as a "continuation" of a first display feature when presentation of the second display feature follows presentation of the first display feature in such a way that the user perceives the first display feature as being continued when the second display feature is presented. This can occur when the successive display of two display features is so close in time and space that they appear to be the same display feature. An example of this is the phenomenon called "object constancy."

An "animation loop" is a repeated operation in which each repetition presents an image and in which objects and other display features in each image appear to be continuations of objects and display features in the next preceding image. If the user is providing signals through a user input means, the signals can be queued as events and each loop can handle some events from the queue.

A second display feature is perceptible as a "moved continuation" or a "displaced continuation" of a first display feature if it is perceptible as a continuation in a different position. The first display feature is perceived as "moving" or as having "movement" or "motion" or as being "displaced" within a workspace.

"Viewpoint motion" or "viewpoint displacement" occurs when a sequence of images is presented that are perceptible as views of a three-dimensional workspace from a moving or displaced viewpoint. This perception may result from perception of objects in the workspace as continuations. Viewpoint motion is "relative" to a point or other region of the image if the viewpoint is perceived as moving with respect to the point or other region. A "point of interest" or "POI" is a point indicated by the user and relative to which the viewpoint can move.

A "displacement" is a distance by which a feature or the viewpoint is perceived as being displaced within a workspace.

"Radial motion" or "radial displacement" is perceived as motion or displacement along one or more rays. A ray extends from a "radial source."

The viewpoint can move or be displaced radially toward or away from a radial source in a three-dimensional space, and the radial source can be a POI.

"Lateral motion" or "lateral displacement" is perceived as motion or displacement in a direction lateral to one or more rays. The viewpoint can move or be displaced laterally in a direction perpendicular to a ray extending from a POI, for example, and the lateral motion can be toward or from a normal of the POI.

The viewpoint's direction of orientation "shifts" when it changes by some angle, referred to as a "shift angle." The direction of orientation can shift without viewpoint motion. For example, the direction of orientation can shift by an angle that brings a POI closer to the center of the field of view.

Signals from user input means can request motion of the viewpoint and motion of the POI. If the user can request viewpoint and POI motion separately and can request both types of motion simultaneously, the user input means is structured so that the use can request viewpoint motion and POI motion "independently." For example, the user can operate a mouse or other pointing device to request POI motion with one hand and can independently operate keys on a keyboard to request viewpoint motion with the other hand.

A moving viewpoint is perceived as following or defining a "path" within a workspace. An "asymptotic path" is a path on which the perceived velocity decreases such that the path approaches but does not reach an asymptote.

When the viewpoint is perceived as following an asymptotic path, the displacements between successive positions follow an "asymptotic function." An example of an asymptotic function is a function in which a logarithm approaches zero asymptotically as time increases. The term "logarithmic function" includes such functions as well as functions that approximate them.

A "function of a distance" between two points or positions is a function that produces, for each of a set of distances, a set of respective values. For example, one simple logarithmic function of the distance between two points or positions can be obtained by taking a "proportion" of the distance, meaning a part of the distance that is greater than zero but less than the entire distance. A proportion of a distance can be obtained by multiplying the distance by a "proportionality constant," with the proportionality constant having a magnitude greater than zero and less than one. Another example of a function of a distance between first and second points is a function that finds a third point that is at the same distance from the first point as the second point is.

A "function of a position" is a function that produces, for each of a set of positions, a set of respective values. For example, one simple logarithmic function of a position is a logarithmic function of the distance between the position and another position, as described above in relation to a function of a distance.

B. General Features

FIGS. 1-8 illustrate general features of the invention. FIG. 1 shows a surface perceptible in a three-dimensional workspace. FIGS. 2A and 2B show images before and after viewpoint motion. FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing general steps in presenting a sequence of images with viewpoint motion. FIGS. 4A and 4B are plane views showing radial viewpoint motion along an asymptotic path toward a point of interest on a surface, with FIG. 4B also showing a centering operation. FIG. 5 is a plane view showing lateral viewpoint motion along an asymptotic path that follows an arc and also showing viewpoint motion that includes both radial and lateral motion. FIG. 6 is a three-dimensional view showing viewpoint motion that includes both radial and lateral motion, illustrating lateral motion along an asymptotic path that follows a chord. FIG. 7 is a plane view showing radial viewpoint motion with point of interest motion on a surface. FIG. 8 is a flow chart...
FIG. 1 shows surface 10, perceptible as being viewed from viewpoint 14 in a three-dimensional workspace. Viewpoint 14 is shown at the origin of a coordinate system, oriented with its axis of viewing along the z axis. A dashed line extends from viewpoint 14 to point 16 on surface 10. Point 16 is indicated by a circle whose position can be controlled by a user input device such as a mouse.

FIG. 2A shows image 20, within which surface 10 is perceptible as viewed from viewpoint 14 in a three-dimensional workspace. FIG. 2B shows image 22, with surface 24 including point 26 in a circle. By presenting an appropriate sequence of images, surface 24 can be perceptible as a continuation of surface 10 but viewed from a different viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace. When a user indicates point 16 and requests viewpoint movement toward point 16, a system present­ing image 20 can respond with a sequence of images ending in image 22 so that the user can see point 26, perceptible as a continuation of point 16, and the surrounding area in greater detail.

FIG. 3 shows general steps a system can perform in presenting such a sequence. The step in box 30 presents the first image of the sequence, including a surface that is perceptible in a three-dimensional workspace. The step in box 32 presents a signal set from a user input device indicating a POI on the surface and requesting viewpoint motion relative to the POI. In response, the step in box 34 presents an image that is perceptible as a view with the viewpoint moved relative to the POI. The image presented in box 34 includes a surface that is perceptible as a continuation of the surface presented in box 30. The step in box 36 receives another signal set, this time requesting both POI and viewpoint motion. The step in box 38 responds by presenting an image that is perceptible as a view with the POI moved and with the viewpoint moved relative to the POI. The image presented in box 38 includes a surface that is perceptible as a continuation of the surface presented in box 30 and the moved POI is perceptible as a moved continuation of the previous POI, with the POI motion occurring on the surface. The steps in boxes 36 and 38 can be repeated until a satisfactory image is obtained.

FIG. 4A illustrates a technique for moving a viewpoint radially toward an indicated POI on surface 50. Viewpoint 52 is the first in a sequence of viewpoint positions and is oriented with its direction of view along the v axis, an axis defined as the initial direction of view, with its origin at viewpoint 52. In FIG. 4A, the ray along which radial motion occurs extends from the viewpoint through a POI on surface 50.

In response to a first signal requesting viewpoint motion toward the POI, an image is presented showing object 50 from viewpoint 54, displaced from viewpoint 52 along the ray from viewpoint 52 through the POI. Viewpoint 54 can be displaced toward the POI by a distance that is a proportion of the distance from viewpoint 52 to the POI.

Similarly, in response to second and third signals requesting further viewpoint motion toward the same POI, images can be presented from viewpoints 56 and 58, displaced along the ray toward the POI by the same proportion. Furthermore, in response to a fourth signal requesting viewpoint motion away from the POI, the viewpoint could be displaced from viewpoint 58 to viewpoint 56, retracing the path followed in approaching the POI.

Viewpoint motion as in FIG. 4A follows an asymptotic path, because the path approaches but does not reach the POI. Specifically, POI approach along the asymptotic path is initially rapid and then progressively slower, allowing the user to control motion more easily as the POI is viewed at closer range.

FIG. 4A also illustrates why radial POI approach is not sufficient for satisfactory viewing of the POI: As shown for viewpoint 54, with its direction of view along axis v' parallel to axis v, the direction of view does not change during radial POI approach. When viewed from viewpoints 54, 56, and 58, surface 50 is perceptibly closer than from viewpoint 52, but it is poorly oriented for viewing and the POI remains at the periphery of the field of view.

FIG. 4B illustrates how viewpoint centering can be combined with radial POI approach to provide satisfac­tory viewing of the POI. Surface 60 and viewpoint 62 correspond to surface 50 and viewpoint 52 in FIG. 4A. Viewpoint 64 corresponds to viewpoint 54, but is par­tially rotated toward the POI so that the POI is nearer to the center of the field of view. The direction of view of viewpoint 64 is along axis v' which, rather than being parallel to axis v, is at an angle between axis v and the ray from viewpoint 64 to the POI. Viewpoint 66 corre­sponds to viewpoint 56, but is fully rotated toward the POI so that the POI is at the center of the field of view.

Viewpoint 68, corresponding to viewpoint 58, is not rotated any further, so that the POI remains at the center of the field of view. The directions of view of viewpoints 66 and 68 are along axis v' which is not parallel to axis v or to axis v', but rather is along the ray from each viewpoint to the POI.

The centering illustrated in FIG. 4B can be achieved by determining, at each step, the remaining angle between the direction of gaze and the ray to the POI. If the remaining angle exceeds a maximum single step rotation, the viewpoint is rotated by the single step rotation. Otherwise the viewpoint is rotated by the full remaining angle.

FIG. 5 shows how lateral viewpoint motion and viewpoint rotation can be combined with viewpoint approach to obtain satisfactory POI viewing. Object 70 is initially viewed from viewpoint 72, with direction of view illustratively along the z axis as shown.

Lateral viewpoint motion with rotation but without radial motion is illustrated by viewpoints 74, 76, and 78, each displaced toward point 80, which is positioned on the horizontal normal to the POI on surface 70 and, in this special case, is in the same x-z plane as viewpoint 72 and the POI; in the general case, as described below in relation to FIG. 6, the viewpoint is not in the same plane as the POI, so that lateral motion also includes a y com­ponent. Viewpoint rotation in the x-z plane maintains the viewer's sense of the vertical. The lateral displace­ments in FIG. 5 are illustratively along an are, and follow an asymptotic path.

Viewpoints 74, 76, and 78 also illustrate viewpoint rotation. The direction of view of each of these view­points is rotated from the previous viewpoint to keep the POI in the field of view. The viewpoint rotation also includes viewpoint centering as described in relation to FIG. 4, which brings the POI to the center of the field of view, as shown.

Lateral viewpoint motion with rotation and with radial motion is illustrated by viewpoints 84, 86, and 88.
This sequence of viewpoints could occur, for example, if initial viewpoint 72 is in the same x-z plane as the POI and if the POI is not moved during viewpoint motion. In this case, radial viewpoint motion occurs in the same plane as lateral viewpoint motion. In effect, radial and lateral motion components can be combined to provide the viewpoint motion illustrated by viewpoints 84, 86 and 88. The rate of lateral motion can be sufficiently greater than the rate of approach motion that the viewpoint approaches the normal before it approaches the surface, allowing the user to adjust the distance from the surface along the normal.

FIG. 6 illustrates another example of viewpoint motion that includes radial motion, lateral motion, and viewpoint centering. Surface 100 is perceptible in a three-dimensional workspace. At POI 102, surface 100 has normal 104, and horizontal normal 106 is the projection of normal 104 onto a horizontal plane that includes POI 102.

In response to a signal requesting viewpoint motion 20 from initial viewpoint 110 toward POI 102, coordinates of intermediate viewpoint 112 are found and used in obtaining coordinates of ending viewpoint 114. In other words, the viewpoint moves from initial viewpoint 110 to ending viewpoint 114 in a single step, with intermediate viewpoint 112 being used for computational purposes.

The coordinates of intermediate viewpoint 112 are found through a radial displacement from initial viewpoint 110 along the ray from POI 102 through initial viewpoint 110. Initial viewpoint 110 is below the horizontal plane that includes POI 102, so that the radial displacement includes x, y, and z components.

The coordinates of ending viewpoint 114 are found through a lateral displacement from intermediate viewpoint 112 along a chord. As shown, the chord can connect intermediate viewpoint 112 and normal 116, a point on horizontal normal 106 which is at the same distance from POI 102 as intermediate viewpoint 112, alternatively, lateral displacement could be along a chord connecting intermediate viewpoint 112 to a point on normal 104 or along an arc as in FIG. 5.

FIG. 6 shows the projection of viewpoints 110, 112, and 114 and of normal point 116 onto the x-z plane to illustrate how the lateral displacement can be obtained. After the coordinates of intermediate viewpoint 112 are obtained, projection 120 of initial viewpoint 110 is not involved in the computation of lateral displacement. Projection 122 of intermediate viewpoint 112 and projection 126 of point 116 are the endpoints of a projected chord. Projection 124 of ending viewpoint 114 is on the chord, offset from projection 122 by a proportion of the chord. The x and z offsets from projection 122 to projection 124 are the same as the x and z components of the lateral displacement from viewpoint 112 to viewpoint 114.

The y component of the lateral displacement bears the same proportion to the y offset between viewpoint 112 and normal point 116 as the x and z components bear to the x and z offsets. In obtaining the y component, however, a test may be done to determine whether normal 104 at POI 102 is parallel or nearly parallel to the y axis. If not, the lateral displacement can be applied using the x, y, and z components as described above. But if normal 104 is parallel to the y axis, it may be preferable not to apply a lateral displacement—instead, viewpoint motion can be limited to radial motion and rotation of the viewpoint to bring the POI toward the center of the field of view. This avoids the possibility of a view directly downward or directly upward.

If the same proportion is used for each of a series of steps, the lateral motion follows an asymptotic path. The function used to obtain the lateral displacement at each step is a logarithmic function. A similar function could be applied to lateral motion along an arc, as in FIG. 5.

FIG. 7 illustrates viewpoint motion together with point of interest motion. Surface 140 is perceptible in a three-dimensional workspace, and includes POI 142 and POI 144. From initial viewpoint 150, radial motion is requested toward POI 142, so that an image is presented from viewpoint 152 on the ray from POI 142 through viewpoint 150. Then, while the request for radial motion toward the POI continues, a request to move to POI 144 is also received, so that an image is presented from viewpoint 154 on the ray from POI 144 through viewpoint 152.

FIG. 8 shows steps that can be performed within the steps in boxes 34 and 38 in FIG. 3 to provide viewpoint motion as illustrated in FIGS. 4-7. The step in box 170 begins by obtaining a new ray from a user signal, which can be received in the steps in boxes 32 and 36 in FIG. 3 from a mouse or other user input device that can indicate a ray in a three-dimensional workspace. The new ray can be indicated by a unit vector with the same source as the previous ray, for example, and will ordinarily be close to the direction of the previous ray because movement of a mechanical pointing device by a user is relatively slow compared to the speed of computation.

The step in box 172 finds a new POI by finding the intersection of the new ray and the surface of a selected object. If the new ray does not intersect the surface of the selected object, the new POI can be the point on the object's surface that is closest to the new ray; the new POI could alternatively be kept within the previously selected object's surface by mapping the two-dimensional signal onto the surface rather than onto the entire display surface, so that the ray would always intersect the surface. In the step in box 32 in FIG. 3, the signal set includes an indication of a newly selected object. In the step in box 36, the selected object is the previously selected object.

The step in box 180 branches based on a signal selecting a type of viewpoint motion, which can be received in the steps in boxes 32 and 36 in FIG. 3 from keys on a keyboard or mouse. If the signal selects no viewpoint motion, the step in box 182 takes the previous position as the new position. If the signal selects viewpoint motion toward or away from the POI, the step in box 184 branches based on whether the requested motion is toward or away from the POI. If toward the POI, the step in box 186 takes as the new radial position the next position toward the POI on an asymptotic path. If away from the POI, the step in box 188 takes as the new radial position the next position away from the POI on the asymptotic path. If the signal selects lateral motion only, the step in box 190 takes the previous position as the new radial position.

When the new radial position has been obtained, and if the system is in a mode that includes lateral motion, the step in box 192 takes as the new position the next position on a lateral asymptotic path from the new radial position toward the POI normal. This step also rotates the viewpoint as appropriate, including centering. If the system is not in the lateral mode, the new
position is the new radial position from box 186, box 188, or box 190.

Finally, the step in box 194 presents an image in which the object is perceptible as viewed from a viewpoint at the new position from box 182 or box 192. Then the system returns to box 36 for the next step of viewpoint motion.

C. An Implementation

The invention could be implemented on various data processing systems. It has been successfully implemented on a Silicon Graphics Iris workstation that includes the graphics engine option.

1. The System

FIG. 9 shows components of a system implementing the invention, including relevant items in memory. System 200 includes processor 202 which is connected for receiving input signals from keyboard and mouse 204 and for presenting images on display 206. Processor 202 operates by accessing program memory 212 to retrieve instructions, which it then executes. During execution of instructions, processor 202 may access data memory 214, in addition to receiving input signals and presenting images.

Program memory 212 includes operating system 220, which includes instructions for performing graphics operations, all of which is part of the Silicon Graphics Iris workstation with graphics engine. In preparation for an interactive session, processor 202 executes setup and initialization software 222. In the current implementation, processor 202 is set up to execute Common Lisp and Common Lisp Object System code and is initialized with parameters, several of which are mentioned below. The other routines in program memory 212 in FIG. 9 are implemented with Common Lisp Object System classes and methods.

In response to an appropriate call, processor 202 executes animation loop routine 224, which includes a loop that continues until terminated by an appropriate signal from keyboard or mouse 204. Each cycle of the loop can use double buffer techniques to present a respective image on display 206, with the respective images together forming a sequence such that display features in each image appear to be continuations of display features in the previous image in accordance with object constancy techniques.

Each animation cycle includes a call to input handling subroutines 226 to receive and handle the next item on a FIFO event queue maintained by operating system 220. The event queue includes signals from the user such as keystrokes, mouse events, mouse pointer movement into or out of a window, and mouse pointer movement reshaping or moving a window, and can also include events from other sources such as from another process.

Each animation cycle also includes a call to viewpoint motion subroutines 232 to determine the current position of the viewpoint. Then the animation cycle calls 3D workspace subroutines 228 to redraw the three-dimensional workspace. In redrawing the workspace, 3D workspace subroutines 228 call object drawing subroutines 230 to redraw each object in the workspace.

Data memory 214 includes 3D workspace data structure 240, object data structures 242, viewpoint data structure 244, as well as other data stored and accessed during execution of instructions in program memory.

2. The Animation Loop

Animation loop routine 224 could be implemented in various ways. FIG. 10 shows relevant steps of an animation loop executed in the current implementation of the invention.

The step in box 260 retrieves the next event from the event queue for handling. The step in box 262 branches based on the next event. If the next event is a signal requesting start of POI flight, implemented as a middle mouse button down click, the step in box 264 performs a pick operation to find the object currently pointed to; sets a current selection variable to indicate that the object pointed to is currently selected; finds the starting POI and, if the selected object is planar, the normal at the POI; and performs other appropriate operations for the newly selected object. The step in box 264 includes accessing object data structures 242 to retrieve coordinate data indicating an object's position. On the other hand, if the next event is a signal requesting end of POI flight, implemented as a middle mouse button up click, the step in box 266 resets the current selection variable to indicate that the object is no longer currently selected. If the next event is another signal, it is handled appropriately in box 268. The step in box 268 may include storing data indicating a key click or other input signal received.

The step in box 270 finds the current POI and viewpoint position for use in redrawing the workspace and objects, as discussed in greater detail below. In the simplest case, the viewpoint does not move, so that coordinate data indicating the previous viewpoint position can be retrieved by accessing viewpoint data structure 244.

The step in box 272 draws the three-dimensional workspace for viewing from the current viewpoint. This step can draw the workspace with various cues to promote the perception of three dimensions, including corners, shading, and other visual cues to indicate walls, a ceiling, and a floor. This step can include accessing workspace data structure 240 to retrieve data indicating the extent of the workspace.

The step in box 280 begins an iterative loop that draws each object. As noted above, workspace data structure 240 includes a list of the objects in the workspace, and this list can be followed by the iterative loop. The step in box 282 performs operations to find the position of the next object on the list and to draw the object at its position. Object data structures 242 can be accessed to retrieve data for each object. The currently selected object can be drawn with a POI circle on the appropriate object's closest surface, centered on the POI. The step in box 280 may include techniques like...

When all the objects have been drawn, the step in box 284 switches buffers so that the workspace and objects drawn in boxes 272 and 282 are presented on display 206. Then, the loop returns to its beginning.

The animation loop can include various additional operations. For example, if the viewpoint is moved into a position so that it bumps against a wall of the workspace, the view of the workspace can be greyed to give a visual cue.

3. Finding POI

The step in box 264 in FIG. 10 could be implemented in various ways. FIG. 11 shows general steps in finding the starting POI.

The step in box 300 begins by getting a set of picked objects. On the Silicon Graphics workstation, the pick and endpick functions can be used to determine whether rendered objects extend into a picking area; objects that extend into the picking area are included in the set of picked objects.

The step in box 302 reads the current mouse position and uses the two-dimensional coordinates of the position indicated by the mouse to produce data indicating the source and direction of a new ray extending from the viewpoint through the position indicated by the mouse. On the Silicon Graphics workstation, the mapw function can be used to obtain the coordinates of the new ray using the coordinates of the current mouse position. Before calling the mapw function, an appropriate transformation matrix is set up using viewpoint data structure 244.

The coordinates returned by the mapw function can then be used to produce a unit vector indicating the direction of the new ray.

The step in box 310 begins an iterative loop that handles each of the picked objects. The loop begins in box 312 by finding the point where the new ray from box 302 intersects the next picked object. For a spherical object, for example, this can be done by translating the sphere to the origin and similarly translating the source of the ray, then solving for the distance from the ray's source to the sphere's surface using a quadratic equation. The smallest valid solution is taken as the distance, and the unit vector indicating the direction of the new ray is then used to find the components of the coordinates of the intersection point.

The test in box 314 determines whether the picked object being handled is the first picked object or is closer to the source of the ray than the previous closest picked object. If either condition is met, the step in box 316 sets a value indicating that this picked object is the closest picked object so far and saves the intersection point's coordinates and distance from the ray source.

When all the picked objects have been handled by the iterative loop, the step in box 320 sets values indicating that the closest object found is the currently selected POI object and that the starting POI is at the coordinates of the intersection point on the currently selected POI object. The step in box 320 can also blank the cursor so that it can be replaced by a POI pattern. If the currently selected POI object is planar, the step in box 320 can also calculate the horizontal normal to the plane at the starting POI and a two-dimensional bounding box for the object. Then the routine continues to the step in box 270 in FIG. 10.

4. POI and Viewpoint Motion

Finding the current POI and viewpoint in the step in box 270 in FIG. 10 could be implemented in various ways. FIG. 12 shows steps in finding the current POI and general steps in finding the current viewpoint. FIG. 13 shows steps in radial viewpoint motion. FIG. 14 shows steps in lateral viewpoint motion. FIG. 11 shows general steps in finding the current viewpoint.

The test in box 352 reads the current mouse position and uses the two-dimensional coordinates of the position indicated by the mouse to produce data indicating the source and direction of a new ray extending from the viewpoint through the position indicated by the mouse. On the Silicon Graphics workstation, the mapw function can be used to obtain the coordinates of this ray using the coordinates of the current mouse position. Before calling the mapw function, an appropriate transformation matrix is set up using viewpoint data structure 244.

The coordinates returned by the mapw function can then be used to produce a unit vector indicating the direction of the new ray.

The step in box 360 branches on whether the current POI object is a complex object, meaning an object that includes a number of attached simple objects. If so, the step in box 362 finds the POI on the simple object closest to the ray from box 352. If the object is already a simple object, the step in box 364 finds the POI on its surface. The POI may be found differently for differently objects, depending on their geometry. For example, if the object is planar, such as a rectangle, and can be described with plane equations, the intersection with a ray can be calculated by parametric substitution. A similar parametric substitution can be used for spherical objects.

The step in box 370 branches on whether either of the keys requesting viewpoint motion are depressed. If neither is depressed, the subroutine ends. If either is depressed, the step in box 372 performs radial viewpoint motion as requested. Then, if the step in box 374 determines that the system is in a mode that allows lateral viewpoint motion, the step in box 376 performs appropriate lateral motion before the subroutine ends.

The following equations can be used to obtain new viewpoint coordinates eyeX, eyeY, and eyeZ.

\[ \text{eyeX} = \text{eyeX} - \text{percentRadialApproach} \times (\text{eyeX} - \text{poiX}); \]
\[ \text{eyeY} = \text{eyeY} - \text{percentRadialApproach} \times (\text{eyeY} - \text{poiY}); \]
\[ \text{eyeZ} = \text{eyeZ} - \text{percentRadialApproach} \times (\text{eyeZ} - \text{poiZ}); \]

where percentRadialApproach can be a value stored during initialization. The choice of a value depends on

\[ \text{percentRadialApproach} \in [0, 1] \]

The step in box 380 branches on whether the space bar is depressed, indicating motion toward the POI. If either is depressed, the subroutine ends. If both are depressed, lateral viewpoint motion toward the POI normal can be provided if in a mode allowing lateral motion.

The following equations can be used to obtain new viewpoint coordinates eyeX, eyeY, and eyeZ.

\[ \text{eyeX} = \text{eyeX} - \text{percentRadialApproach} \times (\text{eyeX} - \text{poiX}); \]
\[ \text{eyeY} = \text{eyeY} - \text{percentRadialApproach} \times (\text{eyeY} - \text{poiY}); \]
\[ \text{eyeZ} = \text{eyeZ} - \text{percentRadialApproach} \times (\text{eyeZ} - \text{poiZ}); \]

where percentRadialApproach can be a value stored during initialization. The choice of a value depends on

\[ \text{percentRadialApproach} \in [0, 1] \]
the speed of the animation loop being used; a wide range of values around 0.15 have been used to produce satisfactory motion.

If the left alt key is depressed, indicating motion away from the POI, the step in box 404 finds a new radial position of the viewpoint on an asymptotic path away from the POI. The following equations can be used to obtain new viewpoint coordinates $e_{x}$, $e_{y}$, and $e_{z}$:

$$
e_{x} = e_{x} + \text{percentRadialRetreat} \times (e_{x} - p_{0x})$$

$$
e_{y} = e_{y} + \text{percentRadialRetreat} \times (e_{y} - p_{0y})$$

$$
e_{z} = e_{z} + \text{percentRadialRetreat} \times (e_{z} - p_{0z})$$

where percentRadialRetreat can be a value stored during initialization, and can be chosen such that the asymptotic path away from the POI retraces the asymptotic path toward the POI.

If both the space bar and the left alt key are depressed, indicating lateral motion only, the step in box 406 sets the new radial position of the viewpoint equal to the previous viewpoint position.

The step in box 410 tests the new radial position from box 402, box 404, or box 406 to determine whether it is too close to the POI position. This can be done by comparing the distance between the new radial position and the POI position with a minimum distance. If the new radial position is too close, the subroutine continues to box 374 in FIG. 12 without changing the previous viewpoint position. But if the new radial position is far enough away from the POI, the step in box 412 performs a clipping operation on the new radial position and the workspace boundaries and then moves the viewpoint to the clipped new radial position. The step in box 412 could, for example, clip the new radial position with boundaries defined by walls or other display features.

FIG. 14 shows steps that can be performed to implement the step in box 376 in FIG. 12. The step in box 430 begins by finding the horizontal distance from the POI to the viewpoint, which is simply the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between the $x$ and $z$ coordinates of the POI and the viewpoint, and by finding a normal point that is on the horizontal normal at the POI and is also the horizontal distance from the POI. The normal point can be obtained by the following equations:

$$
normal_{x} = p_{0x} + \text{horzDistance} \times p_{0Normal_{x}}$$

$$
normal_{y} = p_{0y}$$

$$
normal_{z} = p_{0z} + \text{horzDistance} \times p_{0Normal_{z}}$$

In the general case, the normal point could be on the normal at the POI, so that the following equations could be used:

$$
normal_{x} = p_{0x} + \text{distance} \times p_{0Normal_{x}}$$

$$
normal_{y} = p_{0y}$$

$$
normal_{z} = p_{0z} + \text{distance} \times p_{0Normal_{z}}$$

where distance is the distance from the POI to the viewpoint in three dimensions.

The step in box 432 tests whether the horizontal distance from box 430 is so small that lateral motion is inappropriate, in which case the step in box 434 sets the new position to the previous viewpoint position.

The step in box 440 branches based on which mode of lateral viewpoint motion is in effect. In the chord mode, the viewpoint follows a chord as illustrated in FIG. 6. In the arc mode, the viewpoint follows an arc as illustrated in FIG. 5.

In the chord mode, the step in box 442 sets the new position to a point on the chord between the viewpoint position and the normal point. The viewpoint can follow an asymptotic path along the chord, in which case a logarithmic function can be used to find the new position. The following equations can be used:

$$
e_{x} = e_{x} + \text{percentLateral} \times (e_{x} - normal_{x})$$

$$
e_{y} = e_{y} + \text{percentLateral} \times (e_{y} - normal_{y})$$

$$
e_{z} = e_{z} + \text{percentLateral} \times (e_{z} - normal_{z})$$

where percentLateral can be a value stored during initialization. The choice of a value depends on the value of percentRadialApproach, because the viewpoint should move to the normal before the desired radial distance is reached. With percentRadialApproach having the value 0.15, the value 0.25 for percentLateral has been used to produce satisfactory lateral motion.

In the arc mode, the step in box 444 finds the total lateral angle from the viewpoint position to the normal point. This lateral angle, $\theta$, can be found by the equations:

$$\theta_{xy} = \text{atan}(e_{xy} - p_{0xy}, e_{xy} - p_{0xy})$$

$$\theta_{xy} = \text{atan}(p_{0Normal_{x}}, p_{0Normal_{y}})$$

$$\theta = \theta_{xy}$$

in which atan is the arctangent function.

The step in box 450 then tests whether $\theta$ is too large to permit lateral motion to the normal point in a single step. The viewpoint position can follow an asymptotic path along the arc, using the following equation:

$$\theta = (1 - \text{percentRotate}) \times \theta$$

where percentRotate can be a value stored during initialization, as discussed above in relation to percentLateral. Alternatively, $\theta$ can be compared with a maximum step angle such as $\pi/10$; if $\theta$ is too large, the step in box 452 limits $\theta$ to the maximum step angle.

Then, the step in box 454 sets the new position to a point on the arc, which can be done with the following equations:

$$
e_{x} = p_{0x} + \text{horzDistance} \times \sin(\theta_{xy} + \theta)$$

$$
e_{y} = p_{0y}$$

$$
e_{z} = p_{0z} + \text{horzDistance} \times \cos(\theta_{xy} + \theta)$$

For the general case, it is also necessary to calculate a second angle for lateral motion in the $y$ dimension, which can be done with the following equation:

$$\theta_{y} = \text{atan}(p_{0Normal_{y}}, k) - \text{atan}(e_{xy} - p_{0xy}, \text{horzDistance})$$

where $k$ is the horizontal distance of the $p_{0Normal}$ vector.
When the new position has been found in box 434, box 442, or box 454, the step in box 460 clips the new position to a workspace boundary. The workspace can be thought of as a room, so that the new position is clipped to be within the floor, walls, and ceiling of the room. Clipping can also be used when the viewpoint would fall within the region of the workspace occupied by an object, to move the viewpoint outside the object. After clipping, the arctangent function can be used to recalculate the current angle of the viewpoint and the actual lateral angle for use in subsequent calculations.

The step in box 462 finds a POI rotation angle that compensates for lateral motion. Without compensation, lateral motion moves the POI out from under the mouse cursor and could move the POI outside the field of view, which would be confusing to the user. For rotation in an x-z plane, the POI rotation angle can be the same as the angle \( \theta \) described above. For the general case, where the viewpoint is also rotated in the y dimension, the POI rotation angle combines \( \theta \) and \( \theta_y \), calculated as set forth above.

The step in box 470 tests whether the viewpoint is being moved in a centering mode. In a centering mode, the viewpoint is also rotated to bring the POI to the center of the field of view. If in the centering mode, the step in box 472 finds the centering angle between the orientation of the viewpoint and the direction of a ray from the viewpoint to the POI, which can be done in the x-z plane using the following equation:

\[
\theta = \arctan\left(\frac{\text{POI}_y - \text{eye}_y}{\text{POI}_x - \text{eye}_x}\right) - \arctan\left(\text{dob}_x, \text{dob}_y\right),
\]

where \( \text{dob} \) indicates a horizontal direction of body vector of length one. The direction of body vector indicates the direction of the viewpoint in the x-z plane.

The step in box 474 compares the centering angle from box 472 with a maximum centering angle such as eighteen degrees to determine whether it is too large. If so, the step in box 476 limits the centering angle by setting it to the maximum centering angle.

When the POI rotation angle and the centering angle have both been found, the step in box 480 determines whether the sum of the two angles, \( \theta_i \), is sufficiently greater than zero to provide meaningful viewpoint rotation. If so, the step in box 482 rotates the viewpoint accordingly. This step can be performed by modifying the direction of body vector using the following equations:

\[
\text{dob}_x = \text{dob}_x + \sin \theta_i,
\]

\[
\text{dob}_y = \text{dob}_y + \cos \theta_i.
\]

In an x-z plane, the viewpoint can be rotated by modifying only the \( \text{dob} \), because the \( \text{dob} \) is implemented with x and z components only. For the general case, where the viewpoint is also rotated in the y dimension, the direction of gaze vector, designated \( \text{dog} \), also assumed to be of length one, can be modified with the following equation:

\[
\text{dog}_x = \text{dog}_x + \sin \theta_y,
\]

where \( \theta_y \) is calculated as set forth above. The dog vector can be thought of as a vector from the viewpoint into the field of view that follows the axis of a viewing frustum.

When the viewpoint has been rotated, the step in box 484 moves the mouse cursor to the resulting position of the POI. This is necessary so that the user can continue to control POI position.

D. Miscellaneous

The invention has been described with the use of a mouse to provide signals requesting POI motion and a keyboard to provide signals requesting viewpoint motion. The invention could also be implemented with a multidimensional input device such as a VPL glove to point a ray into a three-dimensional workspace. The same input device could also be used to request viewpoint motion, such as by squeezing to indicate a requested type of motion.


Although the invention has been described in relation to various implementations, together with modifications, variations and extensions thereof, other implementations, modifications, variations and extensions are within the scope of the invention. The invention is therefore not limited by the description contained herein or by the drawings, but only by the claims.

What is claimed:

1. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing region indicating signals indicating regions within images presented and motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising steps of:

   - presenting a first image on the display; the first image including a first surface that is perceptible as viewed from a first viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the step of presenting the first image comprising a substep of storing viewpoint coordinate data indicating a position of the first viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace;
   - receiving a first region indicating signal and a first motion requesting signal from the user input device;
   - the first region indicating signal indicating a first region on the first surface; the first motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion relative to the first region;
   - presenting a second image on the display; the second image including a second surface that is perceptible as a continuation of the first surface viewed from a second viewpoint within the three-dimensional workspace, the second viewpoint being displaced from the position indicated by the stored viewpoint coordinate data relative to the first region on the first surface in accordance with the first motion requesting signal.

2. The method of claim 1 in which the first region indicating signal indicates a point on the first surface.

3. The method of claim 1 in which the first viewpoint is perceptible as positioned at a first distance from the first region and the second viewpoint is perceptible as positioned at a second distance from the first region, the second distance being shorter than the first distance.
4. The method of claim 1 in which the first viewpoint is perceptible as positioned at a first distance from the first region and the second viewpoint is perceptible as positioned at a second distance from the first region, the second distance being longer than the first distance.

5. The method of claim 1 in which the first surface is perceptible as having a normal in the first region, the second viewpoint being closer to the normal than the first viewpoint.

6. The method of claim 5 in which the first viewpoint is perceptible as having a first direction of orientation and the second viewpoint is perceptible as having a second direction of orientation; the second direction of orientation being shifted toward the first region from the first direction of orientation.

7. The method of claim 6 in which the second viewpoint is perceptible as closer to the normal than the first viewpoint by an arc length and the second direction of orientation is perceptible as shifted by a shift angle from the first direction of orientation; the shift angle being an angle subtended by the arc length.

8. The method of claim 6 in which the second direction of orientation is perceptible as shifted by a shift angle from the first direction of orientation; the second image being perceptible as having a center of view; the shift angle bringing the first region toward the center of view.

9. The method of claim 1 in which the first viewpoint is perceptible as having a first direction of orientation and the second viewpoint is perceptible as having a second direction of orientation; the second direction of orientation being shifted toward the first region from the first direction of orientation.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising a step of receiving a second region indicating signal from the user input device; the second region indicating signal indicating a second region on the second surface, the second region being perceptible as a displaced continuation of the first region.

11. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing region indicating signals indicating regions within images presented on the display and motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising a sequence of steps, each step comprising substeps of:

- presenting a respective image on the display; each respective image including a respective surface that is perceptible as being viewed from a respective viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the substep of presenting the respective image comprising a substep of storing respective coordinate data indicating a position of the respective viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace; and

- receiving a respective region indicating signal and a respective motion requesting signal from the user input device; each respective region indicating signal indicating a respective region on the respective surface; each respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion relative to the respective viewpoint; the sequence of steps including a first step and a number of following steps, each following step having a next preceding step; the respective surface of each following step being perceptible as a continu-
23. The method of claim 11, in which each following step further comprises a substep of presenting within the respective image a shape positioned about the respective region of the next preceding step.
24. The method of claim 23 in which the shape is presented so that it is perceptible as being parallel to the respective surface at the respective region of the next preceding step.
25. The method of claim 11 in which the respective region of each step after the first step is perceptible as having a normal in the respective region; the respective region of each step after the first step being a lateral displacement toward the first region from the first direction of orientation.
26. The method of claim 25 in which the shape is perceptible as being parallel to the respective surface at the respective region of the next preceding step.
27. The method of claim 11 in which the respective region of each step is bounded; the respective motion requesting signal of the first step being a beginning motion requesting signal and the respective motion requesting signal of a second step that is one of the following steps being an ending motion requesting signal, the respective region of each step after the first step being constrained to stay within the bounded respective surface of the step.
28. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising steps of: receiving a first motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion from the user input device; and presenting a first image on the display; the first image including a first surface that is perceptible as being viewed from a first viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the first surface including a first region; the first viewpoint being positioned at a first distance from the first region; receiving a first motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion from the user input device; and presenting a second image on the display; the second image including a second surface that is perceptible as a continuation of the first surface viewed from a second viewpoint within the three-dimensional workspace; the second viewpoint being displaced by a first displacement from the first viewpoint in accordance with the first motion requesting signal; the first displacement being a function of the first distance.
29. The method of claim 28 in which the first displacement is an approach displacement toward the first region.
30. The method of claim 28 in which the first displacement is a retreat displacement away from the first region.
31. The method of claim 28 in which the first displacement is a logarithmic function of the first distance.
32. The method of claim 28 in which the first displacement is a proportion of the first distance.
33. The method of claim 28 in which the first region includes a point, the first distance being a distance between the first viewpoint and the point.
34. The method of claim 28 in which the first region is perceptible as having a normal in the first region, the first displacement being a lateral displacement toward the normal.
35. The method of claim 34 in which the first displacement is a proportion of a line between the first viewpoint and a normal point, the normal point being on the normal and at the first distance from the region.
36. The method of claim 35 in which the line is an arc.
37. The method of claim 35 in which the line is a chord.
38. The method of claim 34 in which the first viewpoint is perceptible as having a first direction of orientation and the second viewpoint is perceptible as having a second direction of orientation; the second direction of orientation being shifted toward the first region from the first direction of orientation.
39. The method of claim 34 in which the second viewpoint is perceptible as closer to the normal than the first viewpoint by an arc length and the second direction of orientation is perceptible as shifted by a shift angle from the first direction of orientation; the shift angle being an angle subtended by the arc length.
40. The method of claim 34 in which the second direction of orientation is perceptible as shifted by a shift angle from the first direction of orientation; the second image being perceptible as having a center of view; the shift angle bringing the first region toward the center of view.
41. The method of claim 28 in which the first viewpoint is perceptible as having a first direction of orientation and the second viewpoint is perceptible as having a second direction of orientation; the second direction of orientation being shifted toward the first region from the first direction of orientation.
42. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising a sequence of steps, each step comprising substeps of: receiving a respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion from the user input device; each respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion; the sequence of steps including a first step and a number of following steps, each following step having a next preceding step; the respective surface of each following step being perceptible as a continuation of the respective surface of the next preceding step; the respective viewpoint of each following step being displaced by a respective displacement from the respective viewpoint of the next preceding step in accordance with the next preceding step's motion requesting signal; the respective displacement of each following step being a function of the respective distance of the next preceding step.
43. The method of claim 42 in which the respective surface of each step is perceptible as having a respective normal in the respective region; the respective displacement of each following step including a respective radial component that is a function of the respective distance of the next preceding step and a respective lateral component toward the respective normal of the next preceding step.
44. The method of claim 43 in which the respective radial component of each following step is a first proportion of the respective distance of the next preceding step; the respective radial component indicating a respective intermediate viewpoint; the respective normal of each step including a respective lateral position point; the respective intermediate viewpoint of each following step and the lateral position point of the next preceding...
25 step being perceptible as positioned at a respective lateral distance from each other, the respective lateral component of the following step being a second proportion of the respective lateral distance.

45. The method of claim 44 in which the second proportion is greater than the first proportion.

46. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising a sequence of steps, each step comprising substeps of:

- presenting a respective image on the display; each respective image including a respective surface that is perceptible as being viewed from a respective viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; each step's respective surface including a respective region; the respective viewpoint being positioned at a respective distance from the respective region; and
- receiving a respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion from the user input device; each respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion;

the sequence of steps including a first step and a number of following steps, each following step having a next preceding step; the respective surface of each following step being perceptible as a continuance of the respective surface of the next preceding step; the respective viewpoint of each following step being displaced by a respective displacement from the respective viewpoint of the next preceding step in accordance with the next preceding step's motion requesting signal;

the following steps including first and second following steps; the respective motion requesting signal of the next preceding step of the first following step being perceptible as a continuance of the respective viewpoint of the next preceding step; the respective displacement of the first following step including a first proportional component that is a first proportion of the respective distance of the next preceding step; the respective displacement of the second following step being a function of the position indicated by the next preceding step's respective coordinate data such that the respective displacements define an asymptotic path.

49. The method of claim 48 in which each step's respective region includes a respective point, the respective displacement of each following step being a function of a respective distance between the position indicated by the next preceding step's respective coordinate data and the next preceding step's respective point.

50. The method of claim 49 in which the respective displacement of each following step is a logarithmic function of the respective distance.

51. The method of claim 49 in which the respective displacement of each following step is a proportion of the respective distance.

52. A method of operating a system that includes a display, user input means for providing signals, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input means and for presenting images on the display; the user input means providing motion requesting signals; the motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion and point of interest motion; the user input means being structured so that the user can request viewpoint motion and point of interest motion independently; the method comprising steps of:

- presenting a first image on the display; the first image including a first surface that is perceptible as viewed from a first viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the first image including a first point of interest on the first surface; the step of presenting the first image comprising a substep of storing respective coordinate data indicating a position of the respective viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace; and
- receiving a respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion from the user input device; each respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion toward the respective region;

the sequence of steps including a first step and a number of following steps, each following step having a next preceding step; the respective surface of each following step being perceptible as a continuance of the respective surface of the next preceding step; the respective viewpoint of each following step toward the respective region of the next preceding step; the respective displacement of each following step being a function of the position indicated by the next preceding step's respective coordinate data such that the respective displacements define an asymptotic path.
point motion; the second image including a second point of interest in accordance with the first point of interest motion.

53. The method of claim 52 in which the first and second surfaces are each bounded; the first and second points of interest being constrained to stay within the bounded first and second surfaces, respectively.

54. The method of claim 52 in which the first image further includes a first shape indicating the first point of interest and the second image further includes a second shape indicating the second point of interest, the second shape being perceptible as a moved continuation of the first shape.

55. The method of claim 52 in which the first viewpoint motion includes radial motion, the second viewpoint being displaced radially along a ray extending from the second point of interest through the first viewpoint.

56. The method of claim 55 in which the second viewpoint is displaced radially toward the second point of interest.

57. The method of claim 55 in which the second viewpoint is displaced radially away from the second point of interest.

58. The method of claim 52 in which the second surface is perceptible as having a normal at the second point of interest, the first viewpoint motion including lateral motion, the second viewpoint being displaced laterally toward the normal.

59. A system comprising:

- a display;
- a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input means and for presenting images on the display; the processor having memory; the user input means providing region indicating signals indicating regions within images presented and motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising steps of:
  - presenting a first image on the display; the first image including a first surface that is perceptible as viewed from a first viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the step of providing a first viewpoint coordinate data indicating a position of the first viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace;
  - receiving a first region indicating signal and a first motion requesting signal from the user input device; the first region indicating signal indicating a position of a first viewpoint within a first region on the first surface; the first motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion relative to the first region;
  - using the first region indicating signal, the first motion requesting signal, and the first viewpoint coordinate data to obtain second viewpoint coordinate data indicating a position of a second viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace; the position of the second viewpoint being moved from the position of the first viewpoint relative to the first region on the first surface in accordance with the viewpoint motion requested by the first motion requesting signal; and
  - using the second viewpoint coordinate data to present a second image on the display; the second image including a second surface that is perceptible as a continuation of the first surface viewed from the second viewpoint within the three-dimensional workspace.

60. The system of claim 59 in which the first motion requesting signal setting including data indicating mouse operation.

61. The system of claim 59 in which the user input means comprises a keyboard, the user requesting viewpoint motion by operating the keyboard, the first motion requesting signal set including data indicating keyboard operation.

62. The system of claim 61 in which the user requests viewpoint motion relative to the second point of interest, the keyboard having a first key and a second key, the user operating the first key to request motion toward the second point of interest, the user operating the second key to request motion away from the second point of interest.

63. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing region indicating signals indicating regions within images presented and motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising steps of:

- presenting a first image on the display; the first image including a first surface that is perceptible as viewed from a first viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the step of presenting the first image comprising a substep of storing first viewpoint coordinate data indicating a position of the first viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace; the first region indicating signal indicating a position of a first viewpoint within a first region on the first surface; the first motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion relative to the first region; using the first region indicating signal, the first motion requesting signal, and the first viewpoint coordinate data to obtain second viewpoint coordinate data indicating a position of a second viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace; the position of the second viewpoint being moved from the position of the first viewpoint relative to the first region on the first surface in accordance with the viewpoint motion requested by the first motion requesting signal; and

64. A method of operating a system that includes a display, a user input device, and a processor connected for receiving signals from the user input device and for presenting images on the display; the user input device providing region indicating signals indicating regions within images presented on the display and motion requesting signals requesting viewpoint motion; the method comprising a sequence of steps, each step comprising substeps of:

- presenting a respective image on the display; each respective image including a respective surface...
that is perceptible as being viewed from a respective viewpoint within a three-dimensional workspace; the substep of presenting the respective image comprising a substep of storing respective coordinate data indicating a position of the respective viewpoint in the three-dimensional workspace; and

receiving a respective region indicating signal and a respective motion requesting signal from the user input device; each respective region indicating signal indicating a point within a respective region on the respective surface; each respective motion requesting signal requesting viewpoint motion relative to the respective region;

the sequence of steps including a first step and a number of following steps, each following step having a next preceding step; each following step further comprising a substep of using the respective region indicating signal, the respective motion requesting signal, and the respective coordinate data stored in the next preceding step to obtain the respective coordinate data stored in the following step; the respective surface of each following step being perceptible as a continuation of the respective surface of the next preceding step; the respective viewpoint of each following step being displaced from the position indicated by the respective coordinate data stored in the next preceding step relative to the respective region of the next preceding step in accordance with the respective region of the next preceding step in accordance with the respective motion requesting signal of the next preceding step.
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ABSTRACT

Images are presented on a display to produce the perception of viewpoint motion in a three-dimensional workspace. The user can indicate a point of interest (POI) or other region on a surface in an image and request viewpoint motion. In response, another image is presented from a viewpoint that is displaced as requested. The user can request viewpoint motion radially toward or away from the POI, and can also request viewpoint motion laterally toward a normal of the surface at the POI. Radial and lateral viewpoint motion can be combined. The orientation of the viewpoint can be shifted during lateral motion to keep the POI in the field of view, and can also be shifted to bring the POI toward the center of the field of view. In a sequence of steps of viewpoint motion, the radial viewpoint displacement in each step can be a proportion of the distance to the POI so that the radial displacements follow a logarithmic function and define an asymptotic path that approaches but does not reach the POI. While requesting viewpoint motion with a keyboard, the user can independently request POI motion with the mouse. In response, the POI moves within the bounds of the surface that includes the POI, and a shape within the image indicates the POI position.
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ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307

THE PATENT IS HEREBY AMENDED AS INDICATED BELOW.

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAT:

Claims 1-4, 9, 28-30, 41, 42, 52, 54 and 55 are cancelled.

Claims 5-8, 10-27, 31-40, 43-51, 53 and 56-64 were not reexamined.
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